This paper addresses the problem of signature set design for uncoded multiple access (MA) communicadion in which user signature waveforms are ;linearly dependent. In general, the linearly dependent or "oversaturated" scenario requires an exponentially complex detector. joint detector of extremely low complexity ([1, 21) has sparked our interest in signature set choice for oversaturated MA communications. The tree detector requires the set of linearly dependent user signatures to have tree-structured cross-correlations. This design guideline is a natural by-product of redundant wavelet packet signals. In this paper we explore, via simulations, the performance of wavelet packet signature sets and find them to do very well in general and to offer promising behavior with the introduction of arbitrary carrier phase.
Introduction
Due to natural limitations of any multiple access (MA) communication system, the user waveforms lie in a finite dimensional vector space. For somle set of signature waveforms represented in signal space by the set of signature vectors, { s k } ? , the detection problem is to compute an estimate b from an observation r E EN The recent introduction of an optimal tree-structured 'Binary phase shift keying is a subset of this, namely, antipodal modulation P = +1, -1.
are user signatures. The column vectors sk of S span the space R N . The noise, n, is a Gaussian vector of mean zero and identity covariance, and cr is the noise standard deviation.
Verdu has shown in [3] that for the general MA joint detection problem stated as above, i.e. for an arbitrary signature matrix, S, the solution is N-P hard. In other words, the maximum likelihood estimate of b cannot be found by an algorithm having polynomial complexity in the number of users, K .
For the case in which the number of signal dimensions is equal to the number of users, K =: N , the MA optimal joint detection problem can be reduced from the N-P hard prloblem to K single-user problems by irnposing users to he orthogonal. Restricting the users in a MA commuriication system to be orthogonal results in suboptimal total information transmission rates ([4] ).
Linearly depend.ent user waveform sets ( K > N users in N dimensions) offer increased throughput relative to traditional orthogonal MA systems. A tree-structured joint detector and signal set design guidelines were developed by Learned et. al. in [1, 21. The signal set guidelines allowed for optimal joint detection via a tree-structured iterative procedure of very low complexity. The signature set guidelines are detailed in Section 2.. The use of wavelet packet waveforms with the tree detector is motivated in Section 3.
and experimental results are shown. The results are promising in that the wavelet packet signature sets offer excellent performance, even in the case for which carrier phases have been arbitrarily assigned to each user. We offer concluding remarks and future work in Section 4..
Signature Set Structure
The tree detector requires that the user signature signals exhibit tree-structured cross-correlations. This necessary cross-correlation structure is satisfied if the signature vectors can be assigned to the nodes of a tree like the one shown in Figure 1 . The tree pictorially conveys the following required relationships among user signa- * Each vector at a given level of the tree is orthogonal to all other vectors a t that level.
0 A signature vector is correlated only with its ancestor vectors (parent, grandparent, &.) and its descendent vectors (children, grandchildren, etc.).
With this cross-correlation structure we reduce the exponential computational complexity to polynomial complexity where the solution is found by casting the newly structured problem into a shortest path problem.' The optimal tree structured algorithm developed by Learned et. al. is detailed in [1, 21.
For any tree-structured signature set, the tree joint detector will give the optimal estimate of b. The optimal estimate of b, however, is not always reliable. The probability of error of the optimal estimator is a function of the distances between possible received signals. For example, denote the received vector set as R = {Sblb E I'}, where I? is the known finite set of information weights. If the set, R, has small to no separation between points, the optimal bit error rate will be poor. Arbitrary choice of tree structured signature sets is, therefore, not an option for an actual system. One example of "good" tree-structured signature vector set is the minimum Euclidean distance sets de- 
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Through implementation of the optimal detection algorithm with wavelet packet signature sets, wc experimentally show that the wavelet packet-based signature sets achieve performance (i.e. bit error rate) that is comparable to that of the more strictly configured minimum distance set. Figure 3 shows the results of our Monte-Carlo runs with three different user signature sets: the Ross/Taylor set discussed in Section 2.
(which is also a special case of a wavelet packet set) and the two wavelet packet sets shown in Figure 2 . These three sets comprise 5 unit-energy signal vectors in 4 dimensions and have a minimum distance of appmximately 2, 2, and 1.53, respectively. For comparison, we also ran our simulations for a single user in one dirnension and a set of 4 orthogonal users in 4 dimensions, both having minimum distance of 2. The Rloss/Tabylor and Wavelet Packet I sets give identical performance curves. This is not surprising since these sets have the same minimum distance.
Next, we introduce an element of an actual communication system, namely, arbitrary carrier phase. Specifically, each user modulates its waveform on a carrier frequency. The relative phases of thie users cannot be controlled and are, therefore, modeled as being arbitrary. For example in the case of three users in two dimensions we may write a tree-correlatcd si,gnature set as Sl(t) = a1 (t)cos(wct + 41) s z ( t ) = aa(t)cos(wct + $2) s z ( t ) = Q(Q(t) + az(t))cos(wct + $3) (4) where a,(t), i = 1 , 2 , 3 are the real-valued, time limited user signature envelop waveforms, (Y is a reall scalar, wc is the carrier frequency, and (6% is user i's arbitrary but known carrier phase. Assuming binary PAM is employed, we have eight possible signals in the received set. The Euclidean distance between t,he two neighboring signals and is where user z's bit energy is denoted by
From Equation (8) we see that the Euclidean distance between neighboring points can either decrease or increase with the introduction of carrier phase. It is interesting to note that if Q = 1/2, the distance in (8) is & (5 -4cos(qh -4 3 ) ) + E2 (5 - 4cos(q!~ -43) ). In this case, the distance between r a ( t ) and ~( t ) can only zncreuse with the introduction of carrier phase.
Analysis similar to the above 2-D example quickly becomes intractable for problems of larger dimension, hence, we se-run our simulations with arbitrary phase assignments for each user. The single and orthogonal users saw no degradation in performance, as expected.6
The Ross/'l'aylor and wavelet packet sets all saw an improvement. The distance between points in these constellations was exhaustively calculated by computer. The histograms of these distances is shown in Figure 4 .
Notice that there is significant shifting of inter-point distances in the no phase and arbitrary phase cases for each user set.? This result is interesting, but not conclusive since a communications system would offer typical dimensions of 64, much larger than 4. In such a case, we would be interested in allowing the number of users to climb at least as high as 85. F'urther investigation of wavelet packet sets for higher dimensional over-saturated communications is soon to follow this work.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown some preliminary and promising results using linearly dependent signature sets based on wavelet packet waveforms in over-saturated multiple access communication. The recent introduction of an extremely computationally efficient optimal joint detection algorithm for over-saturated MA requires the use of tree-structured user signature signak sets. Wavelet packet waveform dictionaries offer a wide variety of such signature sets. This warrants further investigation for higher dimensional signal sets. In addition to studying the carrier phase problem in higher dimensions, future work will include studies of wavelet packet sets to find error concentrations for different users as a function of their position on the correlation tree.
GIt is easy to show that the distances between points in these received constellation are not a function of the phases.
7The minimum distance in the Ross/Taylor and and first wavelet packet sets remained at 2 with the introduction of phase. The number of points at this minimum distance, however, was cut in half. The most significant shifting in distances was seen by the second wavelet packet set which had an initial minimum distance of 1.53 and a shifted minimum distance of 1.7. This is reflected in the improvement between the BER curves of Figures EWNo (dB)
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Figure 5: Bit error rate vs. signal energy to noise energy ratio in dB with arbitrasy phase for each user.
